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1. Search in the Universal Textbox (‘Omnibox’).
   Type in the short title with the assistance of JADE’s predictive text. **Pinpoint** your search by further typing after the short title the section number ‘at section 57’ or the particular subsection ‘at section 57(1)(b)’.

2. There is an active and searchable **Table of Contents**.

3. What is a JADE clip? This is your short cut to the citation(s) which apply the specific section of legislation. From here, you can view by Appellate level, Sub-Section level, set up an **Alert** monitoring the section, and even **Visualise** the judicial treatment of this section.

4. JADE CaseTrace summarises all the citations made to the Act. The most current version of the Act is displayed, with the effective date listed.

5. JADE Citator details all the citations made to the Act at a **section** level.

6. Citation Report details the cases and legislation citing this Act, the legislation cited by it and the legislative history of the Act.
Point-In-Time Features Commonwealth. ACT. NSW. QLD. SA. VIC.

1. Access the full-text of an Act at a particular point-in-time by going to Citation Report and scrolling down to Legislation versions. Look at the start and end dates to find a link to the full-text of the Act as in force at that particular date range.

2. Visual History enables you to analyse legislative changes at a section level.

3. Coloured dots indicate how a specific section has changed. The Legend explains what each colour means. Hover mouse on a dot to see the summary of amendments. Click on a dot or Section History to view all the compilations.

4. Want to know what changed in 2005 and 2015 for a particular section? Select the compilations of the Act that you want to compare. JADE highlights the changes.

5. Want to know which cases cite section that section? Click here.

This Jade Legislation Reference Card is an overview of what JADE Professional can offer. For more information on Searching, Filtering and Using the Personalised Tools, contact editors@jade.io